Formative Assessment: What Do Teachers Need to Know and Do?

To many of today’s teachers, assessment is synonymous with high-stakes standardized tests. But there is an entirely different kind of assessment that can actually transform both teaching and learning. Ms. Heritage describes what the skillful use of formative assessment would look like.

By Margaret Heritage

Formative assessment, if used effectively, can provide teachers and their students with the information they need to move learning forward. But after more than a hundred years of exhortations and a significant body of research on the topic, the idea that assessment and teaching are reciprocal activities is still not firmly situated in the practice of educators. Instead, assessment is often viewed as something in competition with teaching, rather than as an integral part of teaching and learning.

In our current accountability environment, assessment is not regarded as a source of information that can be used during instruction. Instead, it has become a tool solely for summarizing what students have learned and for ranking students and schools. In the process, the reciprocal relationship between teaching and assessment has been lost from sight. In a context in which assessment is overwhelmingly identified with the competitive evaluation of schools, teachers, and students, it is scarcely surprising that classroom teachers identify assessment as something external to their everyday practice.

Educators recognize that annual state tests provide too little information that arrives too late for planning instruction, and this has prompted districts and schools to supplement state assessments with interim or benchmark assessments. These typically consist of item banks, administration tools, and customized reports, and they usually are administered uniformly to all students three to four times a year. Their greater frequency notwithstanding, these assessments still do not provide teachers with information they can use for ongoing instruction. Despite the enthusiasm for these assessments at the district level and the considerable resources that are being expended on them, the fact remains that they cover too long a period of instruction and provide too little detail for effective use in ongoing instructional planning. At best, they function more as snapshots of student progress and as predictors of student performance on the end-of-year, statewide tests. Indeed, Dylan Wiliam and Marnie Thompson suggest that they might better be described as “early warning summative” tools rather than as tools that can be formative to instruction. Furthermore, teachers do not control how or when these tests occur, what the purpose of the assessment is, or who
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is assessed. Yet these are the assessments that “count,” even though they offer little help to teachers in their daily practice.

Compounding these difficulties is the fact that assessment has traditionally not been a focus of preservice and inservice courses. As Richard Stiggins laments, U.S. educators are “a national faculty unschooled in the principles of sound assessment.” Teachers learn how to teach without learning much about how to assess. Moreover, their administrators also lack training in assessment and therefore do not have the skills to support the development of assessment competencies.

What is missing in assessment practice in this country is the recognition that, to be valuable for instructional planning, assessment needs to be a moving picture — a video stream rather than a periodic snapshot. If assessment is used to inform effective instruction, then that assessment is quickly rendered out of date. Student learning will have progressed and will need to be assessed again so that instruction can be planned to extend the students’ new growth.

Formative assessment practices, if implemented effectively, can provide teachers and their students with the data that they need. Moreover, there is empirical evidence that formative assessment, unlike benchmark assessments, is effective in improving student achievement. However, in a profession that already feels burdened by the amount of assessment, there is a danger that teachers will see formative assessment as yet another external demand that takes time away from teaching.

WHAT IS FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT?

Formative assessment is a systematic process to continuously gather evidence about learning. The data are used to identify a student’s current level of learning and to adapt lessons to help the student reach the desired learning goal. In formative assessment, students are active participants with their teachers, sharing learning goals and understanding how their learning is progressing, what next steps they need to take, and how to take them.

Formative assessment involves a variety of strategies for evidence gathering, which can be categorized into three broad types: on-the-fly assessment, planned-for interaction, and curriculum-embedded assessment.

On-the-fly assessment. On-the-fly assessment occurs spontaneously during the course of a lesson. For example, a teacher listening to group discussions hears students expressing misconceptions about the science concept she has been teaching. She then changes the direction of her lesson to provide a quick “pop-up” lesson. The pop-up lesson enables the teacher to clear up the misconceptions before proceeding with her planned instructional sequence.

Planned-for interaction. In planned-for interaction, teachers decide beforehand how they will elicit students’ thinking during the course of instruction. For example, teachers plan the questions they will ask during the course of the lesson in order to enable students to explore ideas, and these questions can elicit valuable assessment information.

Curriculum-embedded assessments. There are two kinds of curriculum-embedded assessments, those that teachers and curriculum developers embed in the ongoing curriculum to solicit feedback at key points in a learning sequence and those that are part of ongoing classroom activities. For example, student mathematical representations created during lessons can function as formative assessments, as can students’ science notebooks that are also part of students’ regular classroom activity.

ELEMENTS OF FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT

There are four core elements of formative assessment: 1) identifying the “gap,” 2) feedback, 3) student involvement, and 4) learning progressions. Teachers need to have a clear understanding of each of these elements.

Identifying the gap. In a seminal paper in 1989, Royce Sadler established the essential purpose of formative assessment as the means to identify the gap between a student’s current status in learning and some desired educational goal. He stressed that this gap will vary from student to student and spelled out the consequence for pedagogy: “If the gap is perceived as too large by a student, the goal may be unattainable, resulting in a sense of failure and discouragement on the part of the student. Similarly, if the gap is perceived as too ‘small,’ closing it might not be worth any individual effort. Hence, to borrow from Goldilocks, formative assessment is a process that needs to identify the ‘just right gap.’”

Educational psychologists call this “just right gap” the zone of proximal development (ZPD). Originating with Lev Vygorsk’s still-influential formulation, the ZPD is defined as the distance between what the child can accomplish during independent problem solving and the level of problem solving that can be accomplished under the guidance of an adult or in collaboration with a more expert peer. The teacher’s task is to identify and build on immature but maturing structures and, through collaboration and guidance, to fa-
Feedback. Formative assessment is designed to provide feedback at multiple levels. First, it provides feedback to the teacher about current levels of student understanding. This feedback also informs what the next steps in learning should be.

Feedback also is central to guiding students through their own next steps. Sadler’s model strongly emphasizes feedback to students through the use of the feedback loop. This loop involves teachers and their students in an ongoing process. Effective feedback from teachers provides clear, descriptive, criterion-based information that indicates to the students where they are in a learning progression (defined below), how their understanding differs from the desired learning goal, and how they can move forward. The teacher takes steps to close the gap between the students’ current learning and the goal by modifying instruction, assessing again to give further information about learning, modifying instruction again, and so on. In formative assessment, learners must be able to use feedback to improve their learning. Another important aspect of the relationship between feedback and learning is that feedback has a strong effect on students’ motivation and their sense of self-efficacy — how they feel about their various abilities — both of which are major influences on learning.

Student involvement. Improving learning through formative assessment also depends on the active involvement of students in their own assessment. In formative assessment, students learn the skills of self- and peer assessment so that, as Sadler suggests, they collaborate with their teachers in developing a shared understanding of their current learning status and what they need to do to move forward in their learning. In doing so, they are using metacognitive processes. They reflect on their learning, monitoring what they know and understand and determining when they need more information. They also develop self-regulation strategies and are able to adapt their learning tactics to meet their own learning needs. Students must also collaborate with their teachers to determine the criteria for success for each step along the learning progression.

Learning progressions. If formative assessment is to provide guidance to teachers and students, it must be linked to a learning progression. The learning progression should clearly articulate the subgoals that constitute progress toward the ultimate goal. Most state standards, by themselves, do not provide a clear progression for understanding where students are relative to desired goals. In fact, many state standards do not even provide a clear picture of what learning is expected. Developing learning progressions toward standards is a critical element of formative assessment. Learning progressions provide the big picture of what is to be learned, and they help teachers locate students’ current learning status on the continuum along which students are expected to progress.

Students also need to have short-term goals, which are derived from the learning progression and described in terms of success criteria. Success criteria are the guide to learning while the student is engaged in the learning tasks. The success criteria provide the framework within which formative assessment takes place and make possible the interpretation of evidence.

THE KNOWLEDGE TEACHERS NEED

To use formative assessment successfully in the classroom, teachers need specific knowledge and skills. Four basic elements of teacher knowledge are critical: 1) domain knowledge, 2) pedagogical content knowledge, 3) knowledge of students’ previous learning, and 4) knowledge of assessment.

Domain knowledge. Teachers must know the concepts, knowledge, and skills to be taught within a domain, the precursors necessary for students to acquire them, and what a successful performance in each looks like. With this knowledge, they are able to define a learning progression of subgoals toward the desired learning that will act as the framework to guide assessment and instruction. A sufficiently detailed progression will also supply the success criteria for recognizing when students have demonstrated a successful performance and when they have not and for providing students with substantive feedback.
Teachers also need to understand student metacognition as it relates to assessment. As noted earlier, students develop the ability to monitor and assess their own learning so that they recognize when they are learning and when they are not. Linked to self-assessment is self-regulation, the will to act in ways that result in learning. And when students recognize they are not learning, they have the strategies to do something about it. Finally, teachers need to know that students’ motivational beliefs — for example, beliefs about their general level of competence or self-efficacy — may influence their learning.14

**Pedagogical content knowledge.** To effectively adapt instruction to student learning, teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge must include familiarity with multiple models of teaching for student achievement in a specific domain and knowledge of which model of teaching is appropriate for what purpose. As already noted, the gap between current status and learning goals will differ from student to student, so teachers will need differentiated instructional strategies and a knowledge of how to use them in the classroom. To support student self-assessment, teachers will also need to be familiar with multiple models of teaching metacognitive processes and self-assessment skills.

**Students’ previous learning.** If teachers are to build on students’ previous learning, they need to know what that previous learning is. Students’ previous learning includes: 1) their level of knowledge in a specific content area, 2) their understanding of concepts in the content area (i.e., the degree to which they can make generalizations through a process of abstraction from a number of discrete examples), 3) the level of their skills specific to the content area (i.e., the capacity or competence to perform a task), 4) the attitudes the students are developing (e.g., the value the students place on the subject, the interest they display, and their levels of initiative and self-reliance), and 5) their level of language proficiency.

**Assessment knowledge.** Teachers must know about the range of formative assessment strategies so that they can maximize the opportunities for gathering evidence. In addition, even though formative assessment strategies will not always meet accepted standards of validity and reliability, teachers need to understand that the quality of the assessment is an important concern. The overriding issue is consequential validity. Because the purpose of formative assessment is to promote further learning, its validity hinges on how effectively learning takes place in subsequent instruction. Teachers also need to know how to align formative assessments with instructional goals, and they need to ensure that the...
evidence from the formative assessment and the inferences they draw from it are of sufficient quality to enable them to understand where the learner is along a learning progression. Finally, teachers need to know that their own assessments of learning are not the only available sources of evidence; students’ self- and peer assessments provide important opportunities for establishing their current learning status.

THE SKILLS TEACHERS NEED

In addition to an appropriate knowledge base, the successful implementation of formative assessment requires specific teacher skills. Teachers need to be able to 1) create classroom conditions that allow for successful assessment, 2) teach the students to assess their own learning and the learning of others, 3) interpret the evidence, and 4) match their instruction to the gap.

Creating the conditions. If students are going to be involved in assessment, two things need to happen. First, teachers must create a classroom culture that supports self- and peer assessment. This means that the classroom is a place where all students feel that they are respected and valued and that they have an important contribution to make. Second, teachers must have the skills to build a community of learners, characterized by a recognition and appreciation of individual differences. Classroom norms of listening respectfully to one another, responding positively and constructively, and appreciating the different skill levels among peers will enable all students to feel safe in the learning environment and to learn with and from one another. Above all, teachers will need the skills to model the “safety” norms of the classroom in their own behavior.

Student self-assessment. Teachers must teach students to assess their own learning and the learning of others. This involves helping students to set goals and criteria for success, to reflect on their own and others’ understanding, and to evaluate learning according to the criteria. Strategies to involve students in self-assessment can be as simple as asking students to reflect on their performance through such questions as “Do you think that your response demonstrated understanding? If so, why do you think this? If not, why do you think you did not demonstrate understanding?” From this basis, students can learn to be more independent and can recognize when they do not understand, when they need to do something about it, and what they can do to improve.

Matching instruction to the gap. It is axiomatic to formative assessment that, if the next instructional steps to close the gap are too hard for the student, frustration will almost certainly result, and if they are too easy, boredom and disaffection are potential outcomes. Therefore, teachers need the skills to translate their interpretations of the assessment results into instructional actions that are matched to the learning needs of their students. This involves selecting the learning experiences that will place appropriate demands on the student and
ordering these experiences so that each successive element leads the student toward realizing the desired outcome. Having matched the next steps in learning to the gap, teachers’ scaffolding skills come into play. Their skills in deciding on the appropriate strategy must be complemented by their skills in executing the strategy. Their job is to ensure that the student receives appropriate support so that new learning is incrementally internalized and ultimately becomes part of the student’s independent achievement.

Matching the instruction to the gap cannot be done successfully without differentiating classroom instruction. In any classroom, one student’s “just right gap” will not always be the same as another’s. Clearly it is not practical for teachers to engage in one-on-one instruction with each student. However, strategic questioning in a whole-class lesson can provide scaffolding for a range of learning levels, while forming subgroups for instruction, assigning individual activities, and employing a combination of didactic and exploratory approaches help accommodate differences.

CONCLUSION

Even if teachers have all the required knowledge and skills for formative assessment, without the appropriate attitudes toward the role that formative assessment can play in teaching and learning, their knowledge and skills will lie dormant.

Teachers must view formative assessment as a worthwhile process that yields valuable and actionable information about students’ learning. If they do not, formative assessment will be seen as “yet another thing” that is being externally imposed on them. Teachers must view formative assessment and the teaching process as inseparable and must recognize that one cannot happen without the other.

Also, if students are going to be successfully involved in monitoring and assessing their own and their peers’ learning, then they need to be regarded by their teachers as partners in learning. This is not an attitude that has traditionally been prevalent in the profession.

If formative assessment is to be an integral part of professional practice, there needs to be a major investment made in teachers. This investment must begin with changes in preservice training. No teacher should exit a professional training program without the knowledge to assess student learning. Furthermore, beginning teachers must have opportunities to develop and practice the skills of assessing before they are responsible for a class of students. Teacher educators have a significant role to play in ensuring that teacher education programs equip their students with the knowledge and skills necessary to integrate teaching and assessment in classroom practice.

The investment in teachers must continue with in-service professional development that involves a commitment by leaders at all levels of the education system. Rather than providing teachers with more tests, leaders at the state, district, and school levels should invest in a coordinated effort to establish structures and provide resources that support effective professional development.

This investment is a long-term project that should not be shortchanged. The payoff will be improved teacher practices and improved student learning, and that is surely worth it.
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